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SCALABLE DECOMPOSITION OF SPEECH WAVEFORMS
J. Lukasiak, I.S. Burneft

Whisper Laboratories, TITR
University of Wollongong
Wollongong, NSW, Australia, 2522

ABSTRACT
Decomposition of speech signals into periodic and noise
components is widely used in speech coding to facilitate
efficient compression. Existing decomposition schemes are too
inflexible to model transient changes in the speech signal,
require high delay or produce a large parameter set that is not
scalable to low rates. This paper proposes a technique that
requires only a single frame of speech and produces a scalable
decomposition. The latter allows reconstnxtiou accuracy to be
varied according to the bit rate available.

1. INTRODUCTION
Decomposing the speech signal into periodic and noise
components facilitates compression of the speech signal [1,2].
Efficient quantisation of the noise is possible using only the
second order statistics of that signal component [3]. The fact that
second order statistics are satisfactory for representing the noise
component, indicates that little perceptual scalability is available
through
- itnuroved revresentation of this comuonent. This
characteristic leads to the conclusion that perceptual scalability
of the decomoosition orocess can most easily be achieved
through the representation of the periodic component. For
produce an
perceptual scalability, the decomposition
compact set of periodic component parameters which provide a
base estimate. Then detail (such as transitional behaviour) can be
added in a oerceotuallv relevant manner as bit rate is increased.
If transitions were to fall through to the noise component then
the second order statistics used to represent this component
would be incaoable of rearoducine the event
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The singular value decomposition of any n by m matrix X is
defined as [4]:

x = USYT

(1)

where U is an n by n left singular mabix with columns forming
an orthonormal basis for the columns of the input matrix ; V is
an m by m right singular matrix with columns forming an
orthonormal basis for the space spanned by the rows of the input
matrix and S is an n by m diagonal matrix of singular values.
&,m(,,,nl) occur in descending
The singular values ( A ] ._......
order; the number of non-zero singular values represents the
rank of the input matrix [4]. Due to this ordering of the singular

values, generating an estimate commencing with the largest
singular value and adding subsequent singular values, rapidly
generates an improving estimate of the underlying matrix. This
is shown by the expression:
E = S&"<C;H

,,,here
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where E is an estimate of the original matrix generated from a
sum of cross products weighted by the singular values. If a clear
distinction in the magnimde of the singular values is apparent
(i.e. 4 >> A+I 1, an obvious decomposition of the input matrix
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Two existing mechanisms of extracting the periodic component
are linear filtering of a two-dimensional swface [2] and the
classic Long-Term Prediction [l]. The former naturally smooths
transients due to its low-pass filter characteristic and thus 'loses'
transient behaviour. On the other hand, Long Term prediction
requires a high parameter transmission rate.
This paper proposes a method of decomposing the speech signal
into periodic and noise-like components such that transitions in
the input signal are inherently identified in the periodic
component, and a set of scalable output parameters is produced
from a single frame (20-25ms) of the input speech. The scheme
exploits the evolution of adjacent pitch length segments as in [ 2 ]
but uses the decomposition characteristics of Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD)in place of linear filtering.
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2. SCALABLE DECOMPOSITION OF
SPEECH

X into an underlying matrix E and a detail matrix D is
possible by setting the value of P i n (2) equal to the point of
distinction in the sinmlar
values. The detail matrix D is
calculated as the difference between the input matrix X and
the underlying matrix E . Further, when the input matrix X is
intentionally forced to become ill conditioned, or as close to ill
conditioned as possible, the singular values are maximally
spread [$I. This maximizes the likelihood that there will be a
clear distinction between the singular values representing the
underlying matrix and those representing the detail.

To exploit the characteristics of S V D directly in low delay
speech decomposition, the proposed method utilizes the
characteristics of the speech signal to ensure that for voiced
speech, the SVD operates on an input matrix that is close to ill
conditioned. The method operates on 25ms frames of linear
predictive (LP)residual signal, with ten pitch length segments
extracted from each frame. The pitch length segments are then
aligned for maximum correlation and zero padded to a fixed
length N. If no pitch track is present the segments are set to a
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Figure 1: Inter-frame distribution of Singular values
predetermined length. This process results in a two-dimensional
(2D)surface similar to that used in WI [2] (see Figure 2(a)). The
resulting surface is equivalent to an N by 10 matrix (the signal
matrix X ) where each column represents a zero-padded pitch
length segment of the input speech residual. The process of
aligning the C O I U ~ N for maximum correlation forces the input
matrix to he close to ill conditioned; this is particularly uue for
constant pitch, voiced sections of speech. The distinction in the
singular values for highly correlated segments of voiced speech
is illustrated when the pitch length segments within the matrix X
differ only in magnitude; then there is only one non zero
singular value and this, combined with the corresponding left
and right singular vectors, perfectly reconstructs the input matrix.
For unvoiced sections of speech there will be no clear distinction
in the singular values and the value of P becomes arbitrary.

3. PRACTICAL RESULTS

3.1 Distribution of Singular Values
To ascertain the distribution of singular values within a given
frame of speech, and hence determine the point of distinction in
the singular values, the method described in section 2 was used
for four speech files of distinctly different content (i.e. Speaker
gender, sentence content, etc.). The singular values for each
frame were normalized to unity and the singular values
representing voiced and unvoiced frames were grouped
separately. Figure 1 shows the mean distribution of the
normalized singular values for the voiced frames of each speaker
and the unvoiced distribution for the entire set. It is evident in
Figure 1 that the inter frame distribution of the singular values
for all voiced speech was highly consistent and the distribution

in unvoiced frames was distinctly different to that common
voiced distribution. Figure 1 also demonstrates a distinct change
h the voiced speech singular values between the second and
third singular values (indicated by the knee of the curves). In
contrast, the unvoiced singular values have no clear distinction
and exhihit a gradual, almost linear roll off in magnitude. These
characteristics suggest that this technique will be a successful
approach to decomposing the speech frame into its underlying
voiced and the noise components by setting the value of P in
(2) at approximately the knee of the curves for voiced speech
shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Decomposition of the Speech Waveform
To determine the decomposition qualities of the proposed S V D
method, the files used in Section 3.1 were separated into voiced
and unvoiced sections. The voiced section for each file and the
combined unvoiced sections were decomposed into noise and
periodic components using both the SVD method and linear
filtering [Z]. Each point of distinction P in the SVD method
was tested and the ratio of noise energy as a percentage of
periodic signal energy calculated. These results combined with
the ratio of noise to signal energy for linear filtering are shown
in Table 1. These results indicate that if the first and second
singular values are used to represent the underlying waveform
then the decomposition level is very similar to that achieved by
the linear filtering method; this decomposition has been shown
to operate very successfully for low rate speech coding in the WI
[2] paradigm. However, in contrast to the linear filtering method,
the proposed decomposition delivers a scalable method of
reconshucting the underlying waveform. This scalability results
from the separation of the underlying waveform into
perceptually different components. The singular values
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themselves are similar to gain (or mixing) terms, whilst the left
singular matrix U describes the shape of the pulse and the right
singular matrix V describes the relationship between the
individual pulses. Varying the combination and accuracy of the
parameters used for reconsmcting the underlying signal E,
allows determination of the fit of the reconstructed waveform to
the original underlying waveform.
Figure 2 shows a comparison of the original speech residual
surface and the respective estimates of the underlying waveform
surfaces. Figure 2(c) shows the proposed SVD estimate of the
underlying surface using the fust two singular values with their
respective left and right vectors and Figure Z(d) is the S V D
estimate using only the fust singular value, its’ left singular
vector and the mean of the first right singular vector interpolated
across the frames. The results demonstrate that the proposed full
SVD estimate in Figure Z(c) gives a significantly improved
representation of the transitional changes in the input waveform
when compared with the linear filtering method Figure 2@); the
latter tends to smear these transitions. The scalability of the SVD
method is also clearly evident when comparing Figures 2(c) and
2(d). Figure 2(d) still produces a good estimate of the underlying
waveform; it simply has less detail than Figure 2(c), which
requires transmission of extra parameters. Also, the sharp
transition in the input speech is better reproduced by the S M
method (Figure 2(d)) than the linear filtering method Figure
2@); this is despite using only a single parameter per frame to
represent the evolution of the underlying waveforms.
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4. CONCLUSION

;
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The proposed SVD based technique produces a decomposition
of the speech signal that is inherently scalable. For low bit rates
this scalability allows an approximate estimate of the underlying
periodic signal to he generated. Detail such as transitional
information and pitch cycle evolution can easily be added to the
estimate, when higher hit rates are available.
The method is low delay in that it requires only the cment
frame of speech. This contrasts with other methods, such as
linear filtering, which require at least a half frame of look-ahead.
The low delay makes the SVD based decomposition more
appropriate than linear filtering for higher rate coders (such as
Bkhps). Of course reliable and low-delay pitch detection remains
an important pre-requisite of the decomposition.
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